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Pursuant to Section 15071 of the State CEQA Guidelines, this proposed Negative Declaration and the
attached Initial Study, constitute the environmental review conducted by the County of Sonoma as lead
agency for the proposed project described below:
Project Name: Torano Geyserville Mixed Use Project
Project Applicant/Operator: Tracy Torano
Project Location/Address: 21020 Geyserville Avenue, Geyserville
APN: 140-100-008
General Plan Land Use Designation: General Commercial (GC)
Zoning Designation: General Commercial (C3), Scenic Resources (SR)
Decision Making Body: Board of Zoning Adjustments
Appeal Body: Board of Supervisors
Project Description: Request for a Zone Change from C3 (General Commercial) SR (Scenic
Resources) to C2 (Retail Business and Service) SR (Scenic Resources) and Use Permit with Design
Review to allow for a mixed-use development consisting of a new commercial retail building of 1,342+/square feet with two 671+/- square foot one-bedroom residential units on the upper floor, above the retail
space, on a 6,750+/- square foot parcel currently served by public sewer and water.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least
one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” or “Less than Significant with Mitigation” as indicated
in the attached Initial Study and in the summary table below.
Table 1. Summary of Topic Areas
Topic Area
Aesthetics

Abbreviation*
VIS

Agricultural & Forest Resources

AG

Air Quality

AIR

Biological Resources

BIO

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
No
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Cultural Resources

CUL

Yes

Geology and Soils

GEO

Yes

Greenhouse Gas Emission

GHG

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

HAZ
HYDRO

Hydrology and Water Quality

No
Yes

Land Use and Planning

LU

No

Mineral Resources

MIN

No

NOISE

No

POP

No

PS

No

Recreation

REC

No

Transportation and Traffic

TRAF

Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services

UTL

Utility and Service Systems
Mandatory Findings of Significance

Yes
No
No

RESPONSIBLE AND TRUSTEE AGENCIES
The following lists other public agencies whose approval is required for the project, or who have
jurisdiction over resources potentially affected by the project.

Agency
Regional Water Quality Control
Board (North Coast)

State Water Resources Control
Board

Table 2
Activity
Discharge or potential discharge
to waters of the state

Generating stormwater
(construction, industrial, or
municipal)

Authorization
California Clean Water Act
(Porter Cologen) – Waste
Discharge requirements,
general permit or waiver
National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES)
requires submittal of NOI

ENVIRONMENTAL FINDING:
Based on the evaluation in the attached Expanded Initial Study, I find that the project described above will
not have a significant adverse impact on the environment, provided that the mitigation measures
identified in the Initial Study are included as conditions of approval for the project and a Mitigated
Negative Declaration is proposed. The applicant has agreed in writing to incorporate identified mitigation
measure into the project plans.

Prepared by: Brian Millar

Date: March 15, 2019
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Expanded Initial Study
Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department
2550 Ventura Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 565-1900 FAX (707) 565-1103

I.

INTRODUCTION

This document is an Initial Study (IS) with supporting environmental studies, which provides justification
for a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
for a Use Permit for the Torano Geyserville Mixed Use Project. The IS/MND is a public document to be
used by the County of Sonoma Permit and Resource Management Department (PRMD), acting as the
CEQA lead agency to determine whether the proposed Project may have a significant effect on the
environment pursuant to CEQA. The project is located at 21020 Hwy 101, Geyserville.
The Project Applicant, Tracy Torano, proposes to construct a new 1,342+/- square foot commercial retail
building with two 671+/- square foot residential units on the upper floor above the commercial retail
space. Rezoning is also proposed from C3 (General Commercial) SR (Scenic Resources) to C2 (Retail
Business and Service) SR (Scenic Resources). A referral letter was sent to the appropriate local, state
and federal agencies and interest groups who may wish to comment on the project.
This report is the Initial Study required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The report
was prepared by Brian Millar, AICP, Contract Project Review Planner with the Sonoma County Permit
and Resource Management Department, Project Review Division. Information on the project was
provided by Art and Tracy Torano. Technical studies provided by qualified consultants are attached to this
Expanded Initial Study to support the conclusions. Other reports, documents, maps and studies referred
to in this document are available for review at the Permit and Resource Management Department (Permit
Sonoma) or on the County’s website at: http://www.sonoma-county.org/prmd/divpages/projrevdiv.htm
Please contact Brian Millar, Project Planner, at (530) 902-9218 or at brian@landlogistics.com for more
information.
II. EXISTING FACILITY AND SITE CONDITIONS
The project site is currently vacant. The site was previously the location of a gas station that was removed
in 1999, including the associated tanks and piping. The site underwent environmental remediation for soil
contaminates and was issued a “No Further Action Required” letter on October 14, 2016. Since that time
the property has remained vacant.
III. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The applicant is requesting a Zone Change from C3 (General Commercial) SR (Scenic Resources) to C2
(Retail Business and Service) SR (Scenic Resources) and Use Permit with Design Review to allow for a
mixed-use development consisting of a new commercial retail building of 1,342+/- square feet with two
671+/- square foot one-bedroom residential units on the upper floor, above the retail space, on a 6,750+/square foot parcel currently served by public sewer and water.
The proposed project would include 1,342+/- square feet of enclosed retail/support space, divided into
three separate retail areas. The space would include a mechanical room and restroom. Currently, one
space is designated for wine tasting and retail wine sales; a second space is designated for retail clothing
sales; and a third space for general retail. The two proposed residential units are above the first-floor
3
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retail space.
IV. PROJECT DETAILS
Proposed Construction: The new 1,342+/- square foot mixed-use building would be two stories with retail
space located on the ground level and residential units above with associated parking and landscaping.
Design Style: The Geyserville downtown area is marked by a range in architectural styles, including the
presence of historic structures, as well as more modern designs. The Geyserville Planning Committee
held a public meeting to review the project on May 22, 2018. The Committee supported the project and
requested that the final design of the building, and the materials used, be consistent with the design
themes and characters of the buildings existing in downtown Geyserville. The building has been designed
to blend in with the architectural style found in the Geyserville commercial area in which it will be located
by the use of corrugated metal siding on portions of the second floor, exposed timber beams for posts
and braces, and the use of a flat roof above the second story. The entry to the proposed ground-floor
retail space facing the corner of Highway 128 and Geyserville Avenue includes use of a “clipped” or
cantilevered entry, drawing upon the design of the adjoining structure immediately to the north along
Geyserville Avenue.
Hours of Operation for Retail Uses: 10:00 a.m. to 4 p.m., six days a week.
Parking:
• Residential Units – 2 spaces.
• Retail Units – 6 spaces (1 space per 200 square feet of retail space minus 338 sq. ft. for retail
storage space creating a reduced parking demand of to 6 spaces).
• TOTAL – 8 Spaces
Access: The project site includes two driveways: An inbound-only driveway on Geyserville Avenue, north
of the SR 128 intersection and abutting the sites northern property line; An outbound only driveway on SR
128, east of Geyserville Avenue and approximately six feet from the site’s eastern property line. This
driveway will include signage: “Exit Only” sign facing SR 128, and a “Right Turn Only” sign facing drivers
exiting the driveway.
Sewage Disposal: The site will continue to be served by public sewer (Sonoma County Water Agency –
Geyserville Sanitation Zone).
Water supply: The site will continue to be served by public water (California American Water).
V.

SETTING

The proposed project is located at the corner of Geyserville Avenue and Highway 128 in the downtown
Geyserville. The existing parcel size is 6,750 square feet (0.15 acre) and is currently vacant. The property
is bordered to the north east by an existing commercial business (zoned Limited Commercial), to the
north west by an existing commercial business (zoned General Commercial District), and on the south
east and west corner by Geyserville Avenue and Highway 128. The parcel has generally level terrain.
VI.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE PUBLIC OR AGENCIES

A referral packet was drafted and circulated to inform and solicit comments from selected relevant local,
state and federal agencies; and to special interest groups that were anticipated to take interest in the
project.
Agency comments have included:
•

The Geyserville Planning Committee reviewed the project and provided comments on project
design.
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•

VII.

Caltrans responded to the project referral noting that the driveway onto Highway 128 would need
to be designed consistent with State standards, and an encroachment permit obtained.
OTHER RELATED PROJECTS

There are no known private or public projects in the area that may affect the proposed project, including
any that could contribute to cumulative environmental impacts.
VIII.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This section analyzes the potential environmental impacts of this project based on the criteria set forth in
the State CEQA Guidelines and the County’s implementing ordinances and guidelines. For each item,
one of four responses is given:
No Impact: The project would not have the impact described. The project may have a
beneficial effect, but there is no potential for the project to create or add increment to the impact
described.
Less Than Significant Impact: The project would have the impact described, but the impact
would not be significant. Mitigation is not required, although the project applicant may choose to
modify the project to avoid the impacts.
Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated: The project would have the impact described, and
the impact could be significant. One or more mitigation measures have been identified that will
reduce the impact to a less than significant level.
Potentially Significant Impact: The project would have the impact described, and the impact
could be significant. The impact cannot be reduced to less than significant by incorporating
mitigation measures. An environmental impact report must be prepared for this project.
Each question was answered by evaluating the project as proposed, that is, without considering the effect
of any added mitigation measures. The Initial Study includes a discussion of the potential impacts and
identifies mitigation measures to substantially reduce those impacts to a level of insignificance where
feasible. All references and sources used in this Initial Study are listed in the Reference section at the end
of this report and are incorporated herein by reference.
The Project Applicants Art and Tracy Torano, have agreed to accept all mitigation measures listed in this
Initial Study as conditions of approval for the proposed project, and to obtain all necessary permits, notify
all contractors, agents and employees involved in project implementation and any new owners should the
property be transferred to ensure compliance with the mitigation measures.

1.

AESTHETICS:

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Comment:
The project is not in an area designated as visually sensitive as defined by the Sonoma County
General Plan and Zoning for SR (Scenic Landscape Unit, Scenic Corridor, Community Separator).
Although the project is located on a designated Scenic Corridor (Highway 128), the location of the
project within downtown Geyserville will not have an adverse effect on a scenic vista.
Significance Level:
5
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Less than Significant Impact
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to trees, rock outcroppings,
and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
Comment:
Although the project is located on a designated Scenic Corridor (Highway 128) it does not damage a
scenic resource. See (c) below for further discussion.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated.
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings?
Comment:
The project is located on a designated Scenic Corridor (Highway 128) in downtown Geyserville. The
General Plan has the following policy, applicable to design in the downtown Geyserville area:
“Policy LU-13a: Use the following criteria for approving discretionary projects in the "Limited
Commercial" and "General Commercial" categories within Geyserville’s Urban Service Area:
(3) The design of any structure is compatible with the historic architecture of the community.”
The Geyserville downtown area is marked by a range in architectural styles, including with the
presence of historic structures, as well as more modern designs (as occurs with the Fire Station
located several hundred feet to the south of the project site). The latter includes use of corrugated
metal in its construction materials. The Geyserville Planning Committee held a public meeting to
review the project on May 22, 2018. The Committee supported the project and requested that the
final design of the building, and the materials used, be consistent with the design themes
and characters of the buildings existing in downtown Geyserville.
The project proposes the uses of materials and color scheme consistent with the existing structures.
The entry to the proposed ground-floor retail space facing the corner of Highway 128 and Geyserville
Avenue includes use of a “clipped” or cantilevered entry, drawing upon the design of the adjoining
structure immediately to the north along Geyserville Avenue. Incorporation of mitigation will ensure
that the building meets Policy LU-12a.
Mitigation Measure VIS-1:
The project is required to obtain design review by the Design Review Committee to assure the final
design of the building and the materials used are consistent with the design themes and characters of
the buildings existing in downtown Geyserville.
Mitigation Measure VIS-2:
The Permit and Resource Management Department shall not issue a Grading Permit or the Building
Permit until the project has been review by the Design Review Committee and found to be consistent
with the design themes and character of the buildings existing in downtown Geyserville
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated.
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime view in the area?
Comment:
New structures will introduce new sources of light and glare. Lighting of the facility, especially lighting
6
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of the parking lot, security and safety lighting, may affect nighttime views
Mitigation Measure VIS-2:
Prior to issuance of building permits, an exterior lighting plan shall be submitted for design review by
PRMD and the Design Review Committee. Exterior lighting shall be low mounted, downward casting
and fully shielded to prevent glare. Lighting shall not wash out structures or any portions of the site.
Light fixtures shall not be located at the periphery of the property and shall not spill over onto adjacent
properties or into the night sky. Flood lights are not permitted. All parking lot and street lights shall be
full cut-off fixtures. Lighting shall shut of automatically after closing and security lighting shall be
motion sensor activated.
Mitigation Monitoring:
The Permit and Resource Management Department shall not issue the Building Permit until an
exterior night lighting plan has been submitted that is consistent with the approved plans and County
standards. The Permit and Resource Management Department shall not sign off final occupancy on
the Building Permit until a site inspection of the property has been conducted that indicates all lighting
improvements have been installed according to the approved plans and conditions. If light and glare
complaints are received, the Permit and Resource Management Department shall conduct a site
inspection and require the property be brought into compliance or initiate procedures to revoke or
modify the permit. (Ongoing)
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated

2.

AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES:

In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead
agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997)
prepared by the California Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state's inventory of forest land, including the
Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest carbon
measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air Resources Board.
Would the project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland),
as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use?
Comment:
The project is located within the urban area of Geyserville and no impacts to farmland will occur.
Significance Level:
Less Than Significant Impact
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or Williamson Act Contract?
Comment:
The project is located in a commercial zoning district of Geyserville.
Significance Level:
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No Impact
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 4526) or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code Section 51104(g)?
Comment:
The project does not involve other changes in the environment that could result in conversion of
timberland to non-agricultural use.
Significance Level:
No Impact
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
Comment:
The project does not involve other changes in the environment that could result in conversion of
forest land to non-forest use.
Significance Level:
No Impact
e) Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or nature, could
result in conversion of farmland, to non-agricultural use or conversion of forest land to nonforest use?
Comment:
The project does not involve other changes in the environment that could result in conversion of
farmland to non-agricultural use or forest land to non-forest use.
Significance Level:
No Impact

3.

AIR QUALITY:

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or air
pollution control district may be relied upon to make the following determinations.
Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
Comment:
The project is within the jurisdiction of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). The
District does not meet federal or state standards for ozone precursors, and has adopted an ozone
Attainment Plan and a Clean Air Plan describing steps that will be taken to bring air quality in the
district into compliance with federal and state Clean Air Acts’ ozone standards. The plans deal
primarily with emissions of ozone precursors (nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds
(hydrocarbons)). The project will not conflict with the District’s air quality plans to reduce emissions
8
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from new uses because it is not a major source of air pollutants. The District has also recently
adopted standards of significance for project Green House Gas emissions (GHG’s). Project specific
emissions have not been calculated; however, emissions will not exceed any of the adopted GHG
thresholds. A study prepared for the project by W-Trans dated May 2, 2018 016 titled Mixed-Use
Project at 21020 Geyserville Avenue concluded that the number of daily trips as a result of the project
use would be 73. While project-specific emissions have not been calculated for the proposed project,
emissions will not exceed the County’s adopted GHG thresholds (1,100 MTCO2E) due to the
moderate trip generation (73 trips per day).
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?
Comment:
The project consists of a type of land use that does not have a stationary source of emissions. Based
on the relatively low traffic volumes expected with this project, including occasional diesel delivery
trucks, and air emission standards, the emissions of ozone precursors (hydrocarbons and NOX) and
particulates would not be significant. State and federal standards have been established for “criteria
pollutants”: ozone precursors, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide and particulates (PM10 and PM2.5). The
pollutants NOx (nitrogen oxides) and hydrocarbons form ozone in the atmosphere in the presence of
sunlight. Significance thresholds for ozone precursors, carbon monoxide and particulates have been
established by BAAQMD. The principal source of ozone precursors is vehicle emissions, although
stationary internal combustion engines must also be considered. BAAQMD generally does not
recommend detailed NOx and hydrocarbon air quality analysis for projects generating less than 2,000
vehicle trips per day. Given the low traffic generation of the project relative to the screening criteria,
ozone precursor emissions would be less than significant.
Detailed air quality analysis for carbon monoxide is generally not recommended unless a project
would generate 10,000 or more vehicle trips a day, or contribute more than 100 vehicles per hour to
intersections operating at LOS D, E or F with project traffic. Given the low traffic generation of the
project, including substantially fewer than 100 trips per day, carbon monoxide emissions from the use
would be less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an applicable Federal or State ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
Comment:
The project is within the jurisdiction of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, which is
currently designated as a nonattainment area for state and federal ozone standards
The project will not have a cumulative effect on ozone because it will not generate substantial traffic
which would result in substantial emissions of ozone precursors (ROG and NOx x). See discussion
above in 3 (b). The project will have no long-term effect on PM2.5 and PM10, because all surfaces will
be paved gravel, landscaped or otherwise treated to stabilize bare soils, and dust generation will be
insignificant. However, there could be a significant short-term emission of dust (which would include
PM 2.5 and PM10) during construction. These emissions could be significant at the project level, and
could also contribute to a cumulative impact.
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Although the project will generate some ozone precursors from new vehicle trips the Traffic Study
prepared by W-Trans found that the proposed project is expected to generate an average of 75
vehicle trips per day. The project will not have a cumulative effect on ozone because it will not
generate substantial traffic resulting in significant new emissions of ozone precursors (ROG and
NOx). See discussion in 3(b) above.
Dust created during construction, although short term, could also increase cumulative air quality
impacts. Standard conditions of the County, also addressed as a mitigation measure, require all
projects to control dust using adopted Best Management Practices (BMP’s). Conditions include but
are not limited to: 1)Water or dust palliative shall be sprayed on unpaved construction and staging
areas during any construction activity as directed by the County; 2) Trucks hauling soil, sand and
other loose materials over public roads will cover the loads, or will keep the loads at least two feet
below the level of the sides of the container, or will wet the load sufficiently to prevent dust emissions;
and 3) Paved roads will be swept as needed to remove soil that has been carried onto them from the
project site.
County Building Inspectors may red tag and stop construction projects during their routine site
inspections if the project does not meet dust control BMP’s. Given the short-term nature of the
potential construction dust impact, and the required implementation of adopted Best Management
Practices as mitigation, and the regular inspection of construction sites by County Building Inspectors,
no significant cumulative dust impacts from the project are expected.
Mitigation Measure AIR-1:
The following dust control measures shall be included in the project:
a. Water or alternative dust control method shall be sprayed to control dust on construction areas,
soil stockpiles, and staging areas during construction as directed by the County.
b. Trucks hauling soil, sand and other loose materials over public roads will cover the loads, or will
keep the loads at least two feet below the level of the sides of the container, or will wet the load
sufficiently to prevent dust emissions.
c. Paved roads will be swept as needed to remove soil that has been carried onto them from the
project site.
Mitigation Monitoring AIR-1:
PRMD staff shall ensure that the measures are listed on all site alteration, grading, building or
improvement plans prior to issuance of grading or building permits.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Comment:
Sensitive receptors include hospitals, schools, convalescent facilities, and residential areas. No such
receptors are located near the proposed project site; therefore, the project would not expose sensitive
receptors to significant concentrations of pollutants because of the analysis above in 1 (b) and 1(c).
Although there will be no long-term increase in emissions, during construction there could be
significant short-term dust emissions that would affect nearby residents. Dust emissions can be
reduced to less than significant by the mitigation measure described in item 3c above.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
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Comment:
No aspect of the project is expected to result in any objectionable odors.
Significance Level:
No Impact

4.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES:

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service?
Comment:
There are no known special status species that would be impacted by the project. No such special
status species occur on or immediately adjacent to the site, based on the California Natural Diversity
Database and Sonoma County biological resource maps. Additionally, the project site has been
previously disturbed by both the previous gas station use, and the subsequent remediation of the site.
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Comment:
The proposed project is not located adjacent to, or in the vicinity of, a riparian habitat. The project is
therefore not expected to result in impacts to any creek corridor, wetlands or related riparian habitat,
or conflict with any applicable plans, policies or regulations by the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Significance Level:
No Impact
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means?
Comment:
The proposed project would not directly or indirectly impact Waters of the U.S.
Significance Level:
No Impact
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites?
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Comment:
The project site is located within the developed urban area of Geyserville. Therefore, the proposed
project will not interfere with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species
or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites.
Significance Level:
No Impact
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
Comment:
Chapter 26, Article 88. Sec. 26-08-010 (m) of the Sonoma County Code contains a tree protection
ordinance (Sonoma County 2013). The ordinance designates ‘protected’ trees as well as provides
mitigation standards for impacts to protected trees. There are no protected trees located on the project
site.
Significance Level:
No Impact.
f)

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state Habitat Conservation Plan?
Comment:
There are no adopted Habitat Conservation Plans or Natural Community Conservation Plans
applicable to the project site.
Significance Level:
No Impact

5.

CULTURAL RESOURCES:

Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in
§15064.5?
Comments:
There are no known historical resources located on the project site. The proposed project would
involve construction of a new commercial retail building of 1,342+/- square feet and associated
parking on the property. The project is not expected to result in any significant impact to historic
resources.
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to §15064.5?
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Comment:
There are no known archaeological resources on the site, but the project could uncover such
materials during construction. The following measures will reduce the impact to less than significant.
Mitigation Measure CUL-1
All building and/or grading permits shall have the following note printed on grading or earthwork plan
sheets:
NOTE ON MAP:
“In the event that cultural resources are discovered at any time during grading, scraping or excavation
within the property, all work should be halted in the vicinity of the find and the operator must
immediately notify the Permit and Resource Management Department (PRMD) – Project Review staff
of the find. The operator shall be responsible for the cost to have a qualified paleontologist,
archaeologist or tribal cultural resource specialist under contract to evaluate the find and make
recommendations to protect the resource in a report to PRMD. Paleontological resources include
fossils of animals, plants or other organisms. Prehistoric resources include humanly modified stone,
shell, or bones, hearths, fire pits, obsidian and chert flaked-stone tools (e.g., projectile points, knives,
choppers), midden (culturally darkened soil containing heat-affected rock, artifacts, animal bone, or
shellfish remains), stone milling equipment, such as mortars and pestles, and certain sites features,
places, cultural landscapes, sacred places and objects with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe. Historic resources include all by-products of human use greater than fifty (50) years of
age including, backfilled privies, wells, and refuse pits; concrete, stone, or wood structural elements
or foundations; and concentrations of metal, glass, and ceramic refuse.
If human remains are encountered, work in the immediate vicinity shall be halted and the operator
shall notify PRMD and the Sonoma County Coroner immediately. At the same time, the operator shall
be responsible for the cost to have a qualified archaeologist under contract to evaluate the discovery.
If the human remains are determined to be of Native American origin, the Coroner must notify the
Native American Heritage Commission within 24 hours of this identification so that a Most Likely
Descendant can be designated and the appropriate measures implemented in compliance with the
California Government Code and Public Resources Code.”
Mitigation Monitoring CUL-1
Building/grading permits shall not be approved for issuance by Permit Sonoma - Project Review Staff
until the above notes are printed on the building, grading and improvement plans.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature?
Comment:
The proposed project will not destroy unique geologic features. However, the project could uncover
previously undiscovered paleontological resources during project construction. The above mitigation
measure will reduce the impact to less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less Than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
d) Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries?
Comment:
There are no known burial sites in the vicinity of the project, and most of the project site has already
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been disturbed by past construction and subsequent remediation to the site. In the event that human
remains are unearthed during construction, state law requires that the County Coroner be contacted
in accordance with Section 7050.5 of the State Health and Safety Code to investigate the nature and
circumstances of the discovery. If the remains were determined to be Native American interment, the
Coroner will follow the procedure outlined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15065.5(e). The above
mitigation measure will reduce the impact to less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated

6.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS:

Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss,
injury, or death involving:
i.

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.

Existing geologic conditions that could affect new development are considered in this analysis.
Impacts of the environment on the project are analyzed as a matter of County policy and not because
such analysis is required by CEQA.
Comment:
The project site is not within a fault hazard zone as defined by the Alquist-Priolo fault maps. (General
Plan Public Safety Figure PS-1b).
Significance Level:
No Impact
ii. Strong seismic ground shaking?
Comment:
All of Sonoma County is subject to seismic shaking that would result from earthquakes along the San
Andreas, Healdsburg-Rodgers Creek, and other faults. By applying geotechnical evaluation
techniques and appropriate engineering practices, potential injury and damage from seismic activity
can be diminished, thereby exposing fewer people and less property to the effects of a major
damaging earthquake. The design and construction of new structures are subject to engineering
standards of the California Building Code (CBC), which take into account soil properties, seismic
shaking and foundation type. Project conditions of approval require that building permits be obtained
for all construction and that the project meet all standard seismic and soil test/compaction
requirements. The project would therefore not expose people to substantial risk of injury from seismic
shaking. The following mitigation measures will ensure that potential impacts are reduced to less than
significant levels.
Mitigation GEO-1
All earthwork, grading, trenching, backfilling and compaction operations shall be conducted in
accordance with the County Subdivision Ordinance (Chapter 25, Sonoma County Code). All
construction activities shall meet the California Building Code regulations for seismic safety.
Construction plans shall be subject to review and approval of Permit Sonoma prior to the issuance of
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a building permit. All work shall be subject to inspection by Permit Sonoma and must conform to all
applicable code requirements and approved improvement plans prior to the issuance of a certificate
of occupancy.
Mitigation Monitoring GEO-1
Building/grading permits for ground disturbing activities shall not be approved for issuance by Project
Review staff until the above notes are printed on applicable building, grading and improvement plans.
The applicant shall be responsible for notifying construction contractors about code requirement.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
iii. Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Comment:
Strong ground shaking can result in liquefaction, the sudden loss of shear strength in saturated sandy
material, resulting ground failure. Areas of Sonoma County most at risk of liquefaction are along San
Pablo Bay and in alluvial valleys. General Plan Public Safety Figure PS-1, Liquefication Hazzard
Areas identifies that sections of the project site are located within an area of “very high susceptibility”
to liquefaction. If the project includes structures located within a liquefaction hazard area strong
ground shaking during an earthquake can result in ground failure or settlement, including deformation
of slopes, particularly fill slopes. Therefore, the property has the potential to experience liquefaction
and settlement during a seismic event. All structures will be required to meet building permit
requirements, including seismic safety standards and soil test/compaction requirements.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures GEO-1, above would reduce any impacts to less than
significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
iv. Landslides?
Comment:
Steep slopes characterize much of Sonoma County, particularly the northern and eastern portion of
the County. Where these areas are underlain by weak or unconsolidated earth materials landslides
are a hazard. General Plan Public Safety Figure PS-1d does not identify the project site as a
landslide hazard area. If the project includes structures located in the footprint of a mapped landslide
or within a landslide hazard area building or grading could destabilize slopes resulting in slope failure.
All structures will be required to meet building permit requirements, including seismic safety
standards and soil test/compaction requirements. Implementation of Mitigation Measures GEO-1,
above, would reduce any impacts to less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Comment:
The proposed project would include grading which requires the issuance of a grading permit.
Unregulated grading, both during and post construction, has the potential to increase the volume of
runoff from a site which could have adverse downstream flooding and increase soil erosion on and off
site which could adversely impact downstream water quality.
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County grading ordinance design and adopted best management practices require that soil erosion
be minimized and that stormwater facilities be engineered to treat storm events and associated runoff
to the 85-percentile storm event. Adopted flow control best management practices must be designed
to treat storm events and associated runoff to the channel forming discharge storm event, which is
commonly referred to at the two-year storm event. Required inspection by County building inspectors
insure that all work is constructed per the approved plans. These ordinance requirements and
adopted best management practices are specifically designed to maintain potential project water
quantity impacts at a less than significant level during and post construction.
To address both pre-and post-construction water quality impacts the County has adopted grading
ordinance design requirements, grading standards and best management practices, has mandated
limitations on work in wet weather and has standard grading inspection requirements which are
specifically designed to maintain potential water quality impacts at a less than significant level during
project construction. Post construction impacts use adopted grading permit standards and best
management practices to require creation of areas that allow stormwater to be detained, infiltrated or
retained for later use. Other adopted water quality best management practices include storm water
treatment devices based on filtering, settling or removing pollutants. These construction standards
are specifically designed to maintain potential water quality grading impacts at a less than significant
level post construction.
Issuance of the grading permit will require that the project comply with County adopted grading
ordinances and standards. The related conditions of approval which enforce them are specific and
require compliance with all standards and regulations adopted by the State and Regional Water
Quality Control Board, such as the Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP)
requirements, Low Impact Development (LID) and any other adopted best management practices.
See further discussion of related issues (such as maintenance of required post construction water
quality facilities) under section 8 Hydrology and Water Quality.
Therefore, no significant adverse soil erosion or related soil erosion water quality impacts are
expected given the mandated conditions and standards that need to be met.
Significance Level:
Less Than Significant Impact
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Comment:
The project site is subject to seismic shaking and other geologic hazards as described in item 6.a.ii,
iii, and iv, above. Refer back to appropriate mitigation measure.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or property?
Comment:
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code is an index of the relative expansive characteristics of soil
as determined through laboratory testing. For the proposed project, soils at the site have not been
tested for their expansive characteristics. No substantial risks to life or property would be created
from soil expansion at the proposed project, even if it were to be affected by expansive soils.
Significance Level:
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Less than Significant Impact
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative waste
water disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste water?
Comment:
The project site is in an area served by public sewer. No septic tanks or alternative waste water
disposal system will be utilized.
Significance Level:
No Impact

7.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS:

Would the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
Comment:
The County is currently in the process of adopting a Climate Action Plan in conjunction with the other
local agencies in Sonoma County that will employ the requirements of CEQA Guideline 15183.5.
Pending completion of that plan, the County concurs with and utilizes as County thresholds the
thresholds that Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) staff have recommended as
greenhouse gas significance thresholds. The County concurs that these thresholds are supported by
substantial evidence for the reasons stated by BAAQMD staff. For projects other than stationary
sources the greenhouse gas significance threshold is 1,100 metric tons per year of CO2e or 4.6
metric tons of CO2e per service population (residents and employees) per year. BAAQMD's staff's
analysis is found in the document titled "Revised Draft Options and Justification Report, October,
2009," which is a publicly available document that can be obtained from the BAAQMD website or
from the County.
In order to determine the significance of the impact the project was analyzed against BAAQMD
screening criteria derived using default emission assumptions in URBEMIS and using off-model GHG
estimates for indirect emissions from electrical generation, solid waste and water conveyance. The
project is below the applicable screening criteria and so will not exceed the 1,100 MT of CO2e/yr.
threshold of significance for project other than permitted stationary sources.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the
emissions of greenhouse gases?
Comment:
The County has adopted General Plan Objective OSRC-14.4 which states, “Reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 25% below 1990 levels by 2015.” In May 2018, the Board of Supervisors adopted a
Resolution of Intent to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions that included adoption of the Regional
Climate Protection Agency’s goal to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40% below 1990
levels by 2030 and by 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The Resolution of Intent included specific
measures that can further reduce greenhouse gas emissions. All new development projects are
required to evaluate all reasonably feasible measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
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enhance carbon sequestration. The project will not conflict with applicable goals, objectives, plans,
policies, or regulations provided mitigation measures specified below are implemented.
Mitigation Measure GHG-1:
The applicant shall submit a Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan for PRMD review and approval that
defines measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the design, construction, and long-term
operations of the project. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan shall include all reasonably feasible
measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the maximum extent feasible. Measures that must
be evaluated include but are not limited to best available conservation technologies for all energy and
water uses, installation of renewable energy facilities to meet demand on-site, provisions of electric
vehicle charging stations, and bicycle facilities including secure bike parking.
Mitigation Monitoring GHG-1:
PRMD staff shall ensure that the methods selected in the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction
Plan are listed on all site alteration, grading, building or improvement plans prior to issuance of
grading or building permits. Building/grading permits shall not be approved for issuance by Project
Review Staff until the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan has been approved and incorporated into the
design and construction documents for the project.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporated
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact

8.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS:

Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
Comment:
Small amounts of potentially hazardous materials will be used on this project such as fuel, lubricants,
and cleaning materials. Proper use of materials in accordance with local, state, and federal
requirements, and as required in the construction documents, will minimize the potential for
accidental releases or emissions from hazardous materials. This will assure that the risks of the
project use impacting the human or biological environment will be reduced to a less than significant
level.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable
upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
Comment:
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During construction there could be spills of hazardous materials, though only small amounts of
potentially hazardous materials would be involved with the proposed use. See Item 8.a,. above.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances,
or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?
Comment:
The project is not located within one quarter mile of any existing or proposed school
Significance Level:
No Impact
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?
Comment:
The project site was previously the location of a gas station. The site underwent environmental
remediation for soil contaminants and was issued a “No Further Action Required” letter on October
14, 2016. The project site was not identified on, or in the vicinity of, any parcels on lists compiled by
the California Environmental Protection Agency, Regional Water Quality Control Board, California
Department of Toxic Substances Control, and the CalRecycle Waste Management Board Solid
Development Waste Information System (SWIS). The project area is not included on the list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5.

Significance Level:
No Impact
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Comment:
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan or within two miles of a public airport.
Significance Level:
No Impact.
f)

For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Comment:
There are no known private airstrips within the vicinity of the proposed project.
Significance Level:
No Impact
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g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
Comment:
The project would not impair implementation of, or physically interfere with the County’s adopted
emergency operations plan. There is no separate emergency evacuation plan for the County. In any
case, the project would not change existing circulation patterns significantly, and would have no effect
on emergency response routes.
Significance Level:
No Impact
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas of where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
Comment:
According to the Wildland Fire Hazard Areas map PS-1g of the Sonoma County General Plan 2020,
the project is not located in a wildland fire hazard zone. Construction on the project site must conform
to Fire Safe Standards related to fire sprinklers, emergency vehicle access, and water supply making
the impact from risk of wildland fire less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact

9.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY:

Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Comment:
As discussed under Section 6b, (under Geology and Soils), potential water quality impacts could
result from improper grading activities on site. In addition, as discussed under Section 8, (Hazards
and Hazardous Materials) construction activities and use of the site by vehicles and equipment might
result in drips or minor amounts of oil, fuel, or similar substances dropping onto impervious surfaces
and later being washed into nearby surface waters. These types of water quality impacts can occur
during project construction, post construction, and during the long term if installed methods to
permanently control runoff and water quality are not maintained.
Permit Sonoma requires the project applicant to implement Low Impact Development (LID), a site
design strategy of BMPs that mimics the pre-development site hydrology through features that
promote storm water infiltration, interception, reuse, and evapotranspiration. LID techniques include
use of small scale landscape-based BMPs such as vegetated natural filters and bioretention areas
(e.g., vegetated swales and raingardens) to treat and filter storm water runoff. LID also requires
preservation and protection of sensitive environmental features such as riparian buffers, wetlands,
woodlands, steep slopes, native vegetation, valuable trees, flood plains, and permeable soils.
As discussed in Section 6 and Section 8, both a grading permit and hazardous materials plan subject
to specific ordinance, adopted standards, and other State and Regional Agency requirements are
mandated to be obtained and will reduce potential impacts from grading and hazardous materials
during and post construction to a less than significant level.
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The proposed project is subject to water quality regulations adopted by the State and Regional Water
Quality Control Board and Permit Sonoma, including a requirement for a Standard Urban Stormwater
Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). The SUSMP program requires that facilities constructed to control water
quantity and quality be maintained in such a manner as to prevent their long-term degradation and
insure that future increased water quality or quantity impacts do not occur. Installation of a new septic
system is also subject to standard water quality protection measures.
Given the above construction, post construction, and long-term maintenance requirements and
adopted standards, no significant adverse water quantity or quality impacts are expected given the
mandated conditions and standards that need to be met.
Mitigation HYD-1- Grading Permits
Permit Sonoma shall require a Grading Permit and associated Erosion Prevention and Sediment
Control Plan for the proposed cuts, fills, or other movement of soils to construct the proposed project,
to which all applicable standards and provisions of the Sonoma County Grading and Drainage
Ordinance would apply.
Mitigation Monitoring HYD-1:
Permit Sonoma shall not issue the Grading Permit until the Drainage Review Section receives the
NOI and the WDID.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have
been granted)?
Comment:
The proposed project does not rely on groundwater resources, nor will proposed activities result in
significant impacts to groundwater resources such as increased use or lowering of the groundwater
table.
Significance Level
Less than Significant Impact
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
Comment:
Construction of the proposed project involves cuts, fills and other grading. Unregulated grading during
construction has the potential to increase soil erosion from a site, which could cause downstream
flooding and further erosion, which could adversely impact downstream water quality. Construction
grading activities shall be in compliance with performance standards in the Sonoma County Grading
and Drainage Ordinance. The ordinance and adopted construction site Best Management Practices
(BMPs) require installation of adequate erosion prevention and sediment control management
practices. These ordinance requirements and BMPs are specifically designed to maintain water
quantity and ensure erosion and siltation impacts are less than significant level during and post
construction, based on the mitigation measure provided under item 8.a, above.
Significance Level:
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Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site?
Comment:
Prior to grading or building permit issuance, construction details for all post-construction storm water
Best Management Practices shall be submitted for review and approval by the Grading & Storm
Water Section of Permit Sonoma. The construction plans shall be in substantial conformance with the
conceptual plan reviewed at the planning permit stage.
Post-construction storm water Best Management Practices must be installed per approved plans and
specifications, and working properly prior to finalizing the grading or building permits. Postconstruction storm water Best Management Practices shall be designed and installed pursuant to the
adopted Sonoma County Best Management Practice Guide, as required by project conditions of
approval. The Best Management Practices would prevent the alteration of site drainage, or increase
in surface runoff and avoid flooding. Project Low Impact Development techniques would include
limiting impervious surfaces, dispersing development over larger areas, and creation of storm water
detainment areas. Post construction storm water Best Management Practices include filtering,
settling, or removing pollutants. The impact therefore would be less than significant based on the
below mitigation measure.
Mitigation Measure HYD-2:
Permit Sonoma would verify post-construction storm water Best Management Practices installation
and functionality, through inspections, prior to finalizing the permit(s). The owner/operator shall
maintain the required post-construction Best Management Practices for the life of the development.
The owner/operator shall conduct annual inspections of the post-construction Best Management
Practices to ensure proper maintenance and functionality. The annual inspections shall typically be
conducted between September 15 and October 15 of each year.
Mitigation Monitoring HYD-2:
Permit Sonoma shall conduct an inspection of the project site to ensure implementation of the
required Best Management Practices.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned
storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff?
Comment:
The project is subject to Permit Sonoma grading and stormwater regulations. A Preliminary Storm
Water Mitigation will be prepared and submitted for review by PRMD Drainage. The project would not
substantially alter drainage patterns or capacities of the project site, or result in substantial additional
sources of polluted runoff
Mitigation Measure HYD-3:
The construction plans and final drainage report shall be prepared by a civil engineer, registered in
the State of California, be submitted with the grading or building permit application or improvement
plans, as applicable, and be subject to review and approval by the Grading & Storm Water Section of
the Permit Sonoma prior to the issuance of any grading or building permits.
Mitigation Monitoring HYD-3:
Permit Sonoma shall not issue the Grading Permit until the Drainage Review Section receives,
reviews and approves the construction plans and final drainage report.
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Significance Level:
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated
f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Comment:
Any future grading, cuts, and fills would require the issuance of a grading permit. Unregulated grading
during construction has the potential to increase soil erosion which leads to water turbidity and
degraded water quality. Prior to grading or building permit issuance, construction details for all water
quality Best Management Practices shall be submitted for review and approval by the Grading &
Storm Water Section of Permit Sonoma. The construction plans shall be in substantial conformance
with the conceptual plans reviewed at the planning permit stage.
The County Grading and Drainage Ordinance and adopted Best Management Practices require
installation of adequate erosion prevention and sediment control features. Inspection by County
inspectors ensures that Best Management Practices are specifically designed to maintain potential
water quality impacts of project construction at a less than significant level during and post
construction.
Permit Sonoma would require that any construction be designed and conducted so as to prevent or
minimize the discharge of pollutants or waste from the project site. Best Management Practices to be
used to accomplish this goal include measures such as silt fencing, straw wattles, and soils discharge
controls at construction site entrance(s). Storm water Best Management Practices may also include
primary and secondary containment for petroleum products, paints, lime and other hazardous
materials of concern.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact

g) Place housing within a 100-year hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood hazard Boundary
or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
Comment:
The project property is located within an area of minimal flood hazard (Zone X) as shown on FEMA
flood map 06097C0335E.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
Comment:
The proposed building development area is not located in a 100-year flood hazard area.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
i)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?
Comment:
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The project area is not located in an area subject to flooding or inundation as a result of dam failure.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
j)

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
Comment:
The proposed project is not subject to seiche or tsunami.
Significance Level:
No Impact

10. LAND USE AND PLANNING:
Would the project:
a) Physically divide an established community?

Comment:
The project would not physically divide a community. It does not involve construction of a facility that
would result in division of a community or removal of a primary access route (such as a road or
bridge) that would impair mobility within an established community or between a community and
outlying areas.
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction
over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?
Comment:
The project would not conflict with any applicable land use plan adopted for the purpose of avoiding
or mitigating an environmental effect, including in the Sonoma County General Plan and zoning
ordinance. Originally zoned for Commercial (C3) and Scenic Resources (SR); the proposed project
will incorporate two 671+/- residences located above the commercial retail (C2) space. The proposed
rezoning would provide for the proposed mixed-use project, subject to use permit approval, and
would be consistent with the intent of applying the C2 zone to the Geyserville town center, which is
fully developed with a range of mixed, commercial and residential uses.
The General Commercial category provides sites for intense commercial uses that primarily serve a
mix of business activities and the residential and business community as a whole rather than a local
neighborhood. These uses provide for comparison shopping and services which are ordinarily
obtained on an occasional rather than daily basis.
Both the existing zoning (C3 – General Commercial) and proposed zoning (C2 – Retail Service and
Business District) are consistent with the General Plan land use designation of General Commercial.
The proposed Zone Change would be consistent with the site’s General Commercial General Plan
land use designation, and the requested zone change from C2 to C3 would be consistent with the
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range of land uses in the established Geyserville town center. Noted is the mix of zoning districts in
the Geyserville town center, reflective of the mix of land uses: C3 – General Commercial; LC –
Limited Commercial, K – Recreation and Visitor Serving Commercial, and R2 – Medium Density
Residential. Immediately north of the project site is a parcel zoned C3, while the adjoining parcel to
the east is zoned LC. There are no other lands zoned C2 in the area, though the proposed C2 zone
would be consistent with the General Plan’s General Commercial land use designation and would
provide for the requested mixed use development for the site.
Key applicable General Plan Objectives and Policies are:
Objective LU-13.2: Accommodate new commercial uses primarily in Cloverdale and secondarily
within Geyserville's Urban Service Boundary.
Policy LU-13a: Use the following criteria for approving discretionary projects in the "Limited
Commercial" and "General Commercial" categories within Geyserville's Urban Service Area:
(1) The use is in keeping with the scale and character of the community,
(2) The proposed use specifically serves local area needs or the needs of visitors and
tourism, and
(3) The design of any structure is compatible with the historic architecture of the community
The proposed use (mixed use, consisting of ground floor retail and second story residential) and
scale are in keeping with the established character of development in the town center of Geyserville.
The design of the proposed 2,684 square foot building has been reviewed by the Geyserville
Planning Committee, and the project design received preliminary approval from the Design Review
Committee. The applicant is proposing the following finishing materials for the building, which will be
compatible with the range of both historic and more modern buildings in the town center:
• Corrugated metal siding on portions of the second floor in a “Flat Grey” finish
• Exposed timber beams for posts and braces
• Storefront mullions in black or bronze color
• Use of a flat roof above the second story
• Glass – tempered fixed glazing with “heat shield” treatment
The proposed retail uses and the two second story residential units would provide service to the local
community as well as to visitors to the Geyserville town center.
The project would be consistent with all applicable development standards of the C2 Zone. The
proposed residential units would comprise approximately 50 percent of the total gross project floor
space, in compliance with Zoning Code Section 26-88-123 – Mixed-Use Development, which limits
residential area to 80 percent of the total gross project floor area. Each residential unit includes an
outdoor patio measuring 104 square-feet (8 ft x 13 ft). In addition, there is a “shared” outdoor space
(second story deck) of approximately 200 square feet, meeting C2 residential standards. Building
height of 24 feet would comply with the height limit of 35 feet. Applicable setbacks would be met, and
the proposed building lot coverage of approximately 28% is in compliance with the C3 district, which
allows for a maximum of 50% lot coverage.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation
plan?
Comment:
Habitat conservation plans and natural community conservation plans are site-specific plans to
address effects on sensitive species of plants and animals. The project site is not located in an area
subject to a habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan. See additional
discussion under item 4.f, above.
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Significance Level:
No Impact

11. MINERAL RESOURCES:
Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
Comment:
The project site is not located within a known mineral resource deposit area (Sonoma County
Aggregate Resources Management Plan, 2010).
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?
Comment:
The project site is not located within an area of locally-important mineral resource recovery site and
the site is not zoned MR (Mineral Resources) (Sonoma County Aggregate Resources Management
Plan, as amended 2010 and Sonoma County Zoning Code). No locally-important mineral resources
are known to occur at the site.
Significance Level:
No Impact

12. NOISE:
Would the project:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in the
local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?
Comment:
The Noise Element of the Sonoma County General Plan establishes goals, objectives and policies
including performance standards to regulate noise affecting residential and other sensitive receptors.
The General Plan sets separate standards for transportation noise and for noise from nontransportation land uses, listed below.
TABLE NE-2: Maximum Allowable Exterior Noise Exposures
Hourly Noise Metric1, dBA
L50 (30 minutes in any hour)
L25 (15 minutes in any hour)
L08 (4 minutes 48 seconds in
any hour)

Daytime
(7 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
50
55
60
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Nighttime
(10 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
45
50
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L02 (72 seconds in any hour)

65

60

1

The sound level exceeded n% of the time in any hour. For example, the L50 is the value
exceeded 50% of the time or 30 minutes in any hour; this is the median noise level. The L02 is
the sound level exceeded 1 minute and 12 seconds in any hour.
The noise assessment of the project was conducted by the applicant’s consultant, Illingworth &
Rodkin (January, 2018), included assessment of existing (ambient) noise levels, as well noise levels
expected to result from the addition of the project to winery operations
The project proposes one common outdoor use area; a second-floor deck on the northeast side of the
building. Typically, exterior noise environments are estimated at center of the outdoor use areas. The
center of the common use area would be located approximately 65 feet from the centerline of S.R.
128, and on the side of the building facing away from Geyserville Avenue. Accounting for the
attenuation of traffic noise due to the distance from the roadway, the acoustical shielding provided by
the building, and shielding provided by the deck and its proposed screen wall, the future exterior
noise level in the common area is calculated to be 58 to 59 dBA Ldn. The future exterior noise level at
the outdoor use area would be below the County's 60 dBA Ldn threshold for exterior noise
environments at noise-sensitive land uses. Therefore, no additional noise control measures are
required.

Residential Land Use
The two residential units would be located on the second floor of the proposed mixed-use building.
The building's facades facing the roadways would be located about the same distances as LT-1.
However, each facade would only be exposed noise from one of the two roadways, reducing noise
levels by 3 dBA. Therefore, noise levels at the building's facades would be 67 dBA Ldn.
Interior noise levels would vary depending upon the design of the building (relative window area to
wall area) and the selected construction materials mid methods. The exterior to interior noise level
reduction was calculated using the preliminary project plans for the typical bedroom and living room.
Preliminary calculations show that standard windows with a minimum Sound Transmission Class
(STC)2 rating of 28 with the proposed forced-air mechanical ventilation and windows closed would
meet the County's residential interior noise threshold of 45 dBA Ldn with an adequate margin of
safety.
Commercial Land Use
The State of California requires interior noise levels to be maintained at 50 dBA Lq(l-ln) or less during
hours of operation at the proposed commercial retail on the ground floor. The proposed commercial
uses would be located on the ground floor of the proposed building. The exterior to interior noise level
reduction was calculated using the preliminary project plans for the typical commercial space.
Preliminary calculations show that standard fixed commercial windows with a minimum STC rating of
30 would meet the State's commercial interior noise threshold of 50 dBA Leq(l-hr.) with an adequate
margin of safety.
Permit Sonoma – Health requires, as a condition of approval, that the noise study be updated
(addendum issued) prior to permit issuance to address final residential unit and commercial space
design.
Significance Level:
Less Than Significant
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground borne vibration or ground borne
noise levels?
Comment:
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The project includes construction activities, including use of heavy equipment (such as bulldozers and
trucks) and construction tools, that may generate ground-borne vibration and noise. Construction
activities (including grading) will occur within an existing urban setting. Conditions of approval placed
on the project are limited to daytime hours. Short-term and temporary construction-related noise is
not expected to be significant, and construction noise is not anticipated to exceed County noise
standards of 65 dBA L02 or 60 dBA L08. There are no other activities or uses associated with the
project that would expose persons to or generate excessive ground borne vibration or ground borne
noise levels.
Construction activities are also regulated by County Codes and conditions of the project that would
also limit construction hours. There are no other activities or uses associated with the project that
would expose persons to or generate excessive ground borne vibration or ground borne noise levels.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?
Comment:
The project is not projected to result in creation of any substantial increases in ambient noise at the
site. The ground floor retail uses and second story residential uses would operate in compliance with
County noise standards. See discussion in section a) above, and d) below.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
Comment:
The noise assessment of the project was conducted by the applicant’s consultant, Illingworth &
Rodkin (January, 2018), included assessment of existing (ambient) noise levels, as well noise levels
expected to result from the addition of the project to winery operations. Existing ambient day-night
average noise levels were found to range from 37 to 57 dBA Ldn. The resultant noise levels at the
property lines of the four residences were calculated to range from 33 to 45 dBA L08 on a typical day.
Noise resulting from the operation of the tasting room parking lot would be in the range of existing
ambient noise levels during the daytime and would not exceed the Table NE-2 noise limits contained
in the Sonoma County General Plan. See mitigation incorporated in item 12(a) above.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
Comment:
The project site is located northwest of the Charles M. Schulz – Sonoma County Airport. The project
would be consistent with the Comprehensive Airport Land Use Plan, and project construction and
operation is not anticipated to result in a significant noise impact for people residing or working in the
project area.
Significance Level:
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Less than Significant Impact
f)

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose people residing
or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
Comment:
There are no known private airstrips within the project area and people residing or working in the
project area would not be exposed to excessive noise.
Significance Level:
No Impact

13. POPULATION AND HOUSING:
Would the project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
Comment:
The proposed project will not require any new infrastructure that would induce substantial population
growth. The project will include two additional units of housing, which can be expected to add new
residents (four to five persons). The project is within the projected population growth of the county’s
General Plan and is therefore less than significant.
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
Comment:
No housing will be displaced by the project and no replacement housing is proposed to be
constructed.
Significance Level:
No Impact
c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?
Comment:
No people will be displaced by the project and no replacement housing will be required.
Significance Level:
No Impact
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14. PUBLIC SERVICES:
Would the project:
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision
of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service rations, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
Comment:
Construction of the project would not involve substantial adverse physical impacts associated with
provision of public facilities or services. Connection shall be made to public sewer and water. Prior to
building permit issuance and vesting the Use Permit the applicant shall submit a “Will Serve Letter”
for water and sewer to the Project Review Health Specialist to verify compliance. Clearance for a
connection to a County operated sewer system will come from PRMD-Sanitation.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
i.

Fire protection?

Comment:
Sonoma County Code requires that all new development meet Fire Safe Standards (Chapter 13).
The County Fire Marshal reviewed the project description and requires that the expansion comply
with Fire Safe Standards, including fire protection methods such as sprinklers in buildings, alarm
systems, extinguishers, vegetation management, hazardous materials management and
management of flammable or combustible liquids and gases. This is a standard condition of approval
and required by county code and impacts would be less than significant.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
ii. Police?
Comment:
The Sonoma County Sheriff will provide service to this area. There is no anticipated significant
increased need for police protection resulting from the proposed project.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
iii. Schools, parks, or other public facilities?
Comment:
There are no anticipated impacts on public services associated with the use.
Significance Level:
No Impact
iv. Parks?
Comment:
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The project will not result in the need for any new park facilities.
Significance Level:
No Impact
v. Other public facilities?
Comment:
There are no other anticipated impacts on public services associated with the use. Connection fees
for sewer and water services offset potential impacts to these service facilities within their respective
spheres of influence. For projects proposing land uses that are consistent with the General Plan,
ongoing development and maintenance costs for services are provided in the form of fees or parcel
tax.

Significance Level:
No Impact

15. RECREATION:
Would the project:
a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or
be accelerated?
Comment:
Sonoma County Code, Chapter 23 requires payment of parkland mitigation fees for all new residential
development for acquisition and development of added parklands to meet General Plan Objective
OSRC-17.1. The proposed project residential units would be required to pay this fee.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment?
Comment:
The project does not include recreation facilities nor will it require the construction or expansion of
existing recreational facilities.
Significance Level:
No Impact

16. TRANSPORTATION / TRAFFIC:
Would the project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness
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for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
Comment:
A Traffic Study for the project was prepared by W-Trans (May 2018). The study area consisted of the
project’s street frontages and driveways, as well as the intersection of Geyserville Avenue and
SR128. Operating conditions during the weekday a.m. and p.m. peak periods ere evaluated to
capture the highest potential impacts for the proposed project as well as the highest volumes on the
local transportation network.
The Sonoma County General Plan 2020 established significance standards for both intersections
(LOS D or better) and roadways (LOS C or better). Compliance with these LOS standards ensure
County-accepted traffic movement standards will be met with respect to operation of intersections
and along roadways. The study intersection currently operates at LOS A. The traffic study found that
the intersection is expected to continue operating at LOS A during the a.m. peak hour and LOS B
during the p.m. peak hour traffic times.
The anticipated trip generations for the proposed apartments and retail space were estimated using
standard rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) in Trip Generation Manual,
9th Edition, 2012. Sonoma County’s Winery Trip Generation form was used to determine the potential
trip generation for the proposed tasting room. The total expected trip generation potential for the
proposed project was estimated to be 73 trips per day.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to
level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways?
Comment:
Sonoma County does not have a congestion management program but LOS standards are
established by the Sonoma County General Plan Circulation and Transit Element. See Item 16(a)
above for a discussion of traffic resulting from project construction and operation.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
c) Result in change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a change
in location that results in substantial safety risks?
Comment:
The project would have no effect on air traffic patterns.
Significance Level:
No Impact
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
Comment:
The project site includes two driveways. The first is an inbound only driveway on Geyserville Avenue,
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north of the SR 128 intersection and abutting the site’s norther property line. Geyserville Avenue is
straight and flat near the driveway, with low vehicle speeds and available stopping sight distance that
allows southbound drivers to easily react to a southbound driver turning left into the project site.
The second driveway is outbound only on SR 128, east of Geyserville Avenue and approximately six
feet from the sit’s eastern property line. The driveway would be signed with an “Exit Only” sign facing
SR 128, and a “Right Turn Only” sign facing drivers exiting the driveway. The study found that sight
distance from this driveway on SR 128 would fall short of recommended criteria for safety. The study
recommended that the six-foot long curb frontage between the driveway and the neighboring property
to the east be marked with red curb to slightly offset parking activity from the driveway. With the red
curb, and the limited vehicle maneuvers, very low driveway volumes of five vehicles or less during
peak hours, the straight and flat alignment of SR 128, and low speeds as drivers approach the
adjacent all-way stop-controlled intersection at Geyserville Avenue intersection, the driveway would
be expected to function acceptably.
Mitigation Measure TRA-1:
The approximately six-foot long curb frontage between the project’s SR 128 driveway and the site’s
eastern property line should be marked with red paint, slightly offsetting parking from the driveway
and helping to maintain visibility between exiting drivers and oncoming westbound traffic.
Mitigation Monitoring TRA-1:
Prior to issuance of building permits PRMD staff will ensure that a note is placed on the building plans
requiring the above mitigation.
Significance Level:
No Impact
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
Comment:
Development on the site will be required to comply with all emergency access requirements of the
Sonoma County Fire Safety Code (Sonoma County Code Chapter 13), including emergency vehicle
access requirements, pursuant to standard conditions of approval. Project development plans are
required to be reviewed by a Department of Fire and Emergency services Fire Inspector during the
building permit process to ensure compliance with emergency access issues.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities?
Comment:
The frontage of the subject parcel fronting the State highway (the southwesterly and southeasterly
frontages) has been identified as a high priority for Class II bikeway, though timing for construction of
a bike lane in these locations is not known. Roadway rights-of-way would be utilized for bike lane
construction.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact

g) Result in inadequate parking capacity?
Comment:
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The project as proposed would provide a total of six onsite parking spaces, including one ADA space.
Three on-street parking spaces would also be formalized along the project’s street frontages through
installation of curb, gutter and sidewalk.
W-Trans analyzed the proposed parking Traffic Study for the project to determine whether the
proposed parking supply would be sufficient for the anticipated parking demand. The project is
subject to the County’s parking requirements, Zoning Code Section 26-86-010. The two attached
residential units are considered to be a duplex and required to provide two parking spaces. The 1,342
square feet of retail uses would be required to provide one space per 200 square feet, or seven
spaces. Zoning Code Section 26-86-010(h), however, includes a provision for projects including a mix
of uses, indicating that the required parking for the use with the most restrictive parking standard may
be utilized to meet parking standards when it can be demonstrated that the resulting supply would be
adequate.
After further analyzing the project, using the ULI Shared parking, 2nd Edition,2006, it was determined
the project is anticipated to generate a peak parking demand of seven vehicles during the daytime on
weekdays, and weekends, except for a one-hour period on weekends when demand is project at
eight spaces. Parking demand is projected to be six vehicles or less every day between 9:00 a.m.
and 11:00 a.m. which corresponds to the period when surrounding residential uses in Geyserville
encounter peak parking usage. The project would be expected to accommodate most of its demand
in the proposed six onsite spaces, and all its parking demand would be met if the formalized on-street
spaces along its frontage are also considered. The study recommended that the applicant replace the
existing “Public Parking” sign with one that is larger and more clearly visible and approved by the
County of Sonoma. Also noted is that the Design Review Committee requested the applicant provide
an analysis of availability of on-street (public) spaces in the town center area during peak period
demands; this will be further discussed during the final design review action.
Significance Level:
Less Than Significant Impact

17. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS:
Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control
Board?
Comment:
The project would utilize a connection to the existing community sewage disposal system and
therefore, would have no impact upon a wastewater treatment system, or require action by the
Regional Water Quality Control Board.
Significance Level:
No Impact
b) Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
Comment:
The project would not contribute to the need for construction of new water or wastewater treatment
facilities, other than construction to connect with existing water and sewer infrastructure.
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Significance Level:
No Impact
c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?

Comment:
Development would only be permitted after Permit Sonoma reviews storm water drainage
development plans designed by a storm water engineer to ensure adequate management of stormwater drainage facilities on the site.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
Comment:
Water would be provided through a connection to a community provider (Cal American Water). The
site was historically connected to the water service with the previous use (service station). As a
standard condition of approval, prior to building permit issuance and vesting the Use Permit, the
applicant will be required to submit a “Will Serve Letter” to Permit Sonoma – Health.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may serve the
project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments?
Comment:
Wastewater would be provided through a connection to a community sewage treatment provider
(Sonoma County Water Agency – Geyserville Sanitation Zone). The site was historically connected to
the wastewater service with the previous use (service station). As a standard condition of approval,
prior to building permit issuance and vesting the Use Permit, the applicant will be required to submit a
“Will Serve Letter” to Permit Sonoma – Health.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
f)

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s solid
waste disposal needs?
Comment:
Sonoma County has a solid waste management program in place that provides solid waste collection
and disposal services for the entire County. The program can accommodate the permitted collection
and disposal of the waste that would result from the proposed project.
Significance Level:
Less than Significant Impact
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g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste?
Comment:
Sonoma County has access to adequate permitted landfill capacity to serve the proposed project.

Significance Level:
No Impact

18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
There are no known special status species on the project site, and none listed on the State’s Diversity
Database. The project development does not include any work within a creek or waterway. The
project will not cause a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal
wetlands, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means; the project will
not interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native
wildlife nursery sites; the project site does not contain any unique habitat, or unique plant or animal
population; the project will not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as the County’s Tree Protection Ordinance. With implementation of Best
Management Practices related to grading and erosion control, the project will not result in any
potentially significant adverse biological impacts to the environment on site or off site.
Less than Significant Impact

b) Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable?
(“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a project are considerable
when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?
Cumulative projects include development of the new commercial retail building of 1,342+/- square
feet with two 671+/- residences located above the commercial retail space 1,312 square foot and
related site improvements in the project area. As noted in this Initial Study, this project will not result
in incremental contribution to any cumulatively significant impacts. For aesthetics, lighting impacts will
be reduced to levels of insignificance through application of mitigation measures that will limit use and
placement of nighttime lighting, and thereby limit project contribution to cumulative lighting levels in
the project area. Biological resource impacts are insignificant related to site development and would
not contribute to any incrementally significant cumulative impact to area biological resources. There
would be no use of hazardous materials that would result in individually limited but cumulatively
significant impact in the area. Storm drainage controls on-site as part of the project would limit project
impacts and any potential contribution to cumulative drainage impacts in the area. The project’s traffic
study analyzed expected project impacts and cumulative traffic conditions in the area, inclusive of
existing/project/future cumulative conditions, and found that the project would operate within
prescribed County Levels of Service and not significantly impact traffic conditions at the project level.
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Potential air quality and greenhouse gas impacts of the project were determined to avoid potentially
significant cumulative impact based on the traffic that would be generated from the commercial and
residential use. It was found to be below all applicable BAAQMD air quality and GHG thresholds,
along with application of standard County grading and permitting requirements. Noise impacts were
also evaluated and were determined to be insignificant at the project level, and would not, based on
noise assessment of project noise-generating activities, result in a cumulatively significant impact
when considering current, project and cumulative condition scenarios. Conditions of approval and a
noise mitigation measure have been identified.
Less than Significant Impact

c) Does the project have environmental effects which will cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?
The project would not result in any significant changes to the existing environment. Based on the
discussion and information provided in this initial study, there are no project-related environmental
effects which will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly.
Compliance with local area design guidelines ensure that aesthetic impacts are less than significant.
Conditions have been incorporated into the project and mitigation measures imposed which reduce
traffic and cultural impacts to a less than significant level. Specific conditions are placed on the
project to control noise levels and limit hours of operation
Less than Significant Impact
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Botanical name- Acer palmatum
Common name- Coral Bark Maple

Botanical name- Arbutus Marina

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
2- 15gallon

Water use:
Low

6" CURB,
TYP. U.N.O.

Type:
Deciduous

Quanity & Size:
3- 15gallon

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Deciduous

Quantity & Size:
1- 15 gal.

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
5- 2 gallon

Water use:
Low

Quantity & Size:
2- 5 gallon

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
2- 5 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
4- 5 gallon

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
9- 1 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
14- 1 gallons

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
15- 1 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
7- 2 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Deciduous

Quantity & Size:
3- 1 gallon

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
2- 5 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Deciduous

Quantity & Size:
3- 1 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Deciduous

Quantity & Size:
31- 1 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
21- 1 gallon

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
16- 1 gallons

Water use:
Moderate

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
To be determined

Water use:
Low

Type:
Evergreen

Quantity & Size:
To be determined

Water use:
Low
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Botanical name-Acacia cognata 'Cousin Itt'

Common name- Little River Wattle
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Evergreen
Common name- Safari Cone Bush
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Botanical name- Olea europaea 'Little Olie'
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Botanical name- Achillea millefolium
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Common name- Japanese Pieris
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Botanical name-Peris japonica
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Botanical name-Chondropetalum
Common name- Small Cape Rush
Botanical name-Pennisetum secteum
Common name- Fountain Grass 'Fire Works'
Botanical name- Stipa Arundiacea
Common name- New Zealand Wind Grass
Botanical name-Dorycnium hisutum
Common name- Hairy Canary Clover

K

AL

The planting is subject to field modifications and will be installed
with fertilizer tablets and amended soil. The overall water use is low
and all planting is on a drip irrigation system. The succulents and Vines
will be used on the 2nd floor patio in pots and trellises.

(N) CURB RAMPS,
SEE CIVIL DRAWINGS

Botanical name-Calamogrostis X acutifora
Common name-Foerster Reed Grass
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Botanical name-Yucca Filamentosa
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Thomas Dicochea
Creative Gardens
104 Village Oaks Ct.
thomasdicochea@comcast.com
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Common name- Strawberry Tree

Botanical name-Dryopteris
Common name- Autumn Fern
Vines
Refer to notes

Botanical name-Varies

Succulents
Refer to notes

Botanical name-Varies

Common name- Varies
Common name- Varies

Torano Tasting Room
Geyserville Ave.
Geyserville ca.
Planting Plan
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